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smartrepair
a small damage is no
longer a big problem

Dealership:

We have discovered the following damages on your
car. They can be fixed with smartrepair.

06.2002

your car...

what is smart ?

possibilities

SMART Repairs complement traditional repairs and
are offered as a supplementary service to our
customers, for instance in connection with the
ordinary routine service visits.
In short, the Smart Repairs are repairs that can be
done very quickly, often on a while-you-wait basis,
and at low cost, while at the same time meeting the
high Ford quality standards – thus providing you
with a cheap, fast and state-of-the-art alternative to
the traditional replacement of parts.
All work is carried out by trained Ford specialists
only. This is your guarantee that the repair work will
always be first rate.

fabric and velour
repair of holes,
tears, cigarette
burns etc in seats,
carpet and head
lining

interior plastic
repair of holes,
tears and scratches
in dashboards and
other plastic parts

car paint (spot)
repair of scratched/
scuffed paint (spot
repair)

windscreen,
stone chips
for the repair of
bullseyes and
starburst, etc.

exterior platic
repair of damaged
and scratched
bumpers and other
exterior plastic parts

vinyl/leather
repair of holes,
tears and scratches
in leather and vinyl
parts

windscreen,
cracks
for the repair of
cracks in auto
windscreens.

alloy wheels
repair of kerbed,
scratched or
corroded alloy
wheels

wood
repair of damaged
wooden interior
parts

dye-to-match
have your plastic,
leather and vinyl
parts touched up
up or repainted in
the colour of your
choice

dent removal
removal of minor
dents without the
need to repaint the
finished repair

odour removal
makes it possible to
remove unwanted
odour from
vehicles, e.g. the
odour of cigarette
smoke

In the event that we are unable to fix the damage
with smart repair you will receive a quotation for
repair in the Ford Approved Bodyshop.

